VALUING
CARE
Impact Update

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
IMPOWER exists to increase the quality of people’s lives
by making meaningful and measurable improvements to
local public services. We understand complex problems
and we deliver sustainable change.
By understanding children’s social care as a complex
demand-led system, councils can use IMPOWER’s
Valuing Care programme to achieve better outcomes
for children in their care, which also costs less overall.
Valuing Care’s tools, insights and metrics give Directors
of Children’s Services both the evidence and the
confidence to understand and value their services.
Since February 2018, five councils have used Valuing
Care to improve outcomes. This report shares some of
the learning.
To find out more, please contact us
(enquiries@impower.co.uk).
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IMPACT HIGHLIGHTS

Across five councils:

3,400

£2.8m

children in care
have clearer alignment
between their needs,
care plans and outcomes

estimated savings
over 2019/20 by just
two of the councils
involved so far

The

1st

council to
implement the
approach is now able to
show overall
reductions across all
domains of need

4
new local placement
schemes have
been funded based
on the insight from
Valuing Care

50%

14%

success rate in planning and more children
finding fostering placements
in care now
for children in residential
accommodated
settings who would otherwise
by council
not consider a move
foster carers

500

Over
practitioners and
100 providers are
involved in developing,
testing and refining
the approach

2
councils are
using Valuing Care
as the basis for
outcomes-based
contracts
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FOREWORD
Jenny Coles, Director of Children's Services Hertfordshire County Council

When we were first approached about the concept of
strengthening the links between needs, costs and
outcomes, it just felt like the right thing to do. We are
rightly proud of our work with children, young people and
their families in Hertfordshire, but we recognised that like
most councils, we needed an evidenced narrative about the
impacts and value from our placements for looked after
children. As you will have seen from the commentary and
recommendations from both the National Audit Office and
the Public Accounts Committee, this is a challenge
consistently levelled at the sector. I believe Valuing Care is
well placed to become part of our response.
Our experience with the Valuing Care programme has been
genuinely transformational; we are making a difference,
having a demonstrable and positive impact on the lives of
children and young people, and achieving value by getting
resources to the children who need them the most. We are
capturing and evidencing needs in a way we never have
previously, and have a comprehensive view of this at a child
and system-level, to demonstrate how they are changing
over time. The intelligence this is giving us is informing our
current and future planning for children and young people.
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Each of the councils currently involved are at different
stages of their journey, and this provides fascinating
yet different emphasis and insight; from social work
practice improvement, through improved relationships
with young people and providers, through strategic
commissioning, to evidencing outcomes and value.
Common to them all is a shift to a fairer system in which
better outcomes cost less. We don’t want to stop there
though; we want to make this way of working the standard
across the whole social care journey, from the front door to
all forms of permanence. We are genuinely excited about
the further potential of the approach. The open and honest
way in which we have shared learning with other councils
has been so helpful; it genuinely feels like we are doing
this together, and unlocking new ways of working across
many different areas.
I am delighted with the progress and impacts we have
made to date with Valuing Care, and this can be just the
start. These early impacts are powerful – children’s
services departments, commissioners and providers alike,
have a great opportunity to get involved and help improve
outcomes at scale through this pioneering programme.

THE CHALLENGE
Children and young people in care achieve their best
outcomes when support and interventions are tailored to
meet their individual needs. Yet IMPOWER’s analysis has
shown that the links between children’s needs and
councils’ spending levels are weak at best. There is often
no evidence that the best outcome has been achieved or
that the system is fair.
There are a bewildering range of agencies, people,
processes, forms and systems involved in finding the right
care for looked after children, and no single person or
organisation has control. As a result the young person’s
story is too often reduced to labels, risks or a list of things
they cannot do. Not only does this make it difficult to find
the right carer or home for the young person, it also gets
in the way of setting ambitious goals for the future. Any
placement, often at any cost, has become good enough,
and containment of risk is an acceptable outcome in itself.
It is therefore no surprise that the choice of placements is

insufficient to meet needs, that councils are in a daily
bidding war with each other, and that one in five children
in foster or residential care are now being sent to live over
20 miles away from their homes and networks.1
This is clearly not intentional: it is a system problem.
There is no shared language with which the team around
the child can communicate the complex requirements of
children and young people in care, agree goals and
monitor progress. Without a common understanding of
needs, there is no way to show what is being achieved,
and children’s services departments cannot demonstrate
value in their sizeable spend.

1 Children looked after in England including adoption 2017 to 2018 (SFR50, LAA1), National Statistics
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/children-looked-after-in-england-including-adoption-2017-to-2018
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By March 2018, 75,420 children and young people were
in the care of the state. This was an increase of 4% in
just one year.2 Over the year to March 2018, councils
spent £4.3 billion3 on providing this care. And while the
number of looked after children rose 10% between
2014-2018, the cost of support rose by a disproportionate
39% over the same period. This represents an increase in
spend per child of 26% over four years. It is therefore
no surprise that, in total, councils overspent by
£450 million in 2017-2018 (12% above budgeted spend).4

While more resources are being directed towards children
and young people in care, this has neither solved the
challenges faced by the system nor addressed the
pressures of rising demand. There is no correlation
between the needs of the children and young people, the
outcomes they achieve or the investments made. This is
simply unfair for children, and opportunities to improve
life chances are being missed. Something must change.

2 Children looked after in England including adoption 2017 to 2018 (SFR50, LAA1), National Statistics
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/children-looked-after-in-england-including-adoption-2017-to-2018
3 Revenue Outturn Social Care and Public Health Services (RO3), National Statistics https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/local-authorityrevenue-expenditure-and-financing-england-2017-to-2018-individual-local-authority-data-outturn
4 Local authority revenue expenditure and financing England: 2017 to 2018 budget individual local authority data, National Statistics
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/section-251-2018-to-2019#section-251-budget-data
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A NEW WAY OF WORKING: VALUING CARE
There is an illusion that public services such as children’s
social care are ‘complicated’, and that they can be
controlled if the right processes are put in place. At
IMPOWER, we challenge this perception as we know that
public services are actually ‘complex’: non-linear

systems, where responsibilities are distributed and where
success depends on creating the right relationships and
behaviours across and between system boundaries.
In recognising children’s social care as a complex
demand-led system, councils can achieve better
outcomes which cost less overall. This requires new tools,
insights, skills and metrics. Our unique approach –
EDGEWORK – gives Directors of Children’s Services both
the evidence and the confidence to understand and value
their services.
Using EDGEWORK, we developed our Valuing Care
programme to navigate this complexity, and to strengthen
the links between children’s needs, the outcomes being
pursued, and the resources available. By better capturing
and reviewing the needs of looked after children, and
assessing value and outcomes rather than focussing on
containment of risk, councils can make better decisions
on support, placements and commissioning. They can
make the system better and fairer.
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WHAT IS VALUING CARE?
We developed Valuing Care with a number of councils,
drawing on our EDGEWORK approach. By establishing a
relentless and systematic focus on what the young person
needs, we have moved the emphasis from containment to
ambition, and from cost to value.

By introducing a common children's framework and
language throughout the system, children services
teams are able to bring all conversations back to what the
young person needs to thrive and how those needs should
be reducing.

The diagram below shows the journey for looked after children under the Valuing Care programme:

Understanding
the young person who they are, their
strengths, what they
are aiming for and
what they need to get
there
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Finding a place for
the young person to
live which can best
meet their needs and
ambitions

Planning and
providing the right
support to the young
person and to the
carer or home, firmly
anchored in their
needs and ambitions

Checking progress
towards goals,
working to reduce
needs and proactively
changing the care
and support provided
when required

Systematically learning
what is helping overall,
what is needed and
working in partnership
with providers to develop
this further - thereby
supporting better, more
strategic commissioning
decisions

SETTING A NEW INCLUSIVE AMBITION FOR THE CHILDREN'S CARE SYSTEM
CURRENT SYSTEM

VALUING CARE

Random spend and opportunistic cuts

Investment and financial control

Cost

Value

Presenting behaviours and risks

Holistic view of need

Reactive

Proactive

Containment

Ambition

Measurement of inputs

Measurement of outcomes

Commissioning by anecdote

Intelligence led partnerships

Market not meeting need

Market shaped to respond to need

Lack of evidence for Inspectorate

Clear story on improvement
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USE, LEARNING AND IMPACT OF VALUING CARE
The five councils that have been involved in developing
Valuing Care are Hertfordshire County Council,
Oxfordshire County Council, Norfolk County Council,
Central Bedfordshire Council and North East
Lincolnshire Council.
All of these councils are now working to change the
culture around care by transforming the conversations
between and behaviours of those involved, and by
improving core processes, forms, systems and panels to
enable that shift.
In addition to these core changes, each council is using
Valuing Care with a slightly different focus.
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CASE STUDY

Started
implementing in
February 2018
(assessment and
reviews)

Hertfordshire County Council
Needs are reducing overall across all areas.

As of March
2019, 95% of
children have been
assessed and 85%
reviewed

For the first time, Hertfordshire is now able to track
levels of need in close to real time through a new Valuing
Care dashboard. The dashboard reports on the needs
profiles and patterns of children in its care, providing a
comprehensive view across all children as well as
individual children or cohorts of children. Having used
Valuing Care to review the needs of most children in care
at least once, Hertfordshire can now demonstrate where
and how needs are changing over time.

% Change in need

Change in assessed need across each domain of need (%) | Population level

Physical
health

Emotional
health

Friendships

Safe
decisions

Learning
difficulty

Education

Managing
emotions

Social
activities

Self
care

Independence Wishes

Self
esteem

0%
-1%
-2%
-3%
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CASE STUDY

Hertfordshire have also used the Valuing Care approach
to support the development of its local outcomes
framework, the 'Outcome Bees' (shown opposite).
Each of the six Outcomes Bees is aligned with two related
Valuing Care needs domains. As a result, Hertfordshire
can now better demonstrate that by reducing associated
needs outcomes are improving overall.
Another area of focus for Hertfordshire is placement
stability. In addition to using Valuing Care to flag
breakdown risks in existing placements, Hertfordshire –
one of the first Ofsted-led matching pilot sites - are
making the most of the approach to ensure placements
are carefully and evidentially selected and given the right
support to meet needs in the first place. As part of this,
further guidance is being developed for the team around
the child to explicitly link the Valuing Care assessment,
care plan and review approach to other evidence-based
practice tools.
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CASE STUDY

HERTFORDSHIRE'S OUTCOME FRAMEWORK THE OUTCOMES BEES

Reproduced with permission from Hertfordshire County Council
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CASE STUDY

Norfolk County Council
The foster carer matching process is needs-led.
As well as using the Valuing Care framework to work with
children in care to understand their strengths, goals and
needs, Norfolk is using the approach with local carers to
profile their skills, knowledge and experience.
This provides the foster carer with a fuller understanding
of the child, and the child with a better understanding of
the foster carer. Both are better able to consider and plan
what more they will need to achieve the best outcomes.
Carers are now reporting improved confidence in
understanding and meeting the needs of children
who require a home. This work, together with related
initiatives, has empowered and enabled foster carers to
care for more children with different needs.
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Targeted use
from August 2018
and implemented into
standard practice in
December 2018
(reviews from
April 2019)

As of March
2019, 25% of
children
assessed

CASE STUDY

Over the past year, the number of children
accommodated by Norfolk County Council foster carers
has increased by 14%, providing annual savings of
approximately £1.2 million.

In addition, Social Work and Placement Team Managers
as well as Independent Reviewing Officers inform the
needs assessments and reviews, and practitioners
routinely work through cases together at team meeting
team using the Valuing Care framework.

The Norfolk commissioning team have used Valuing Care
to evidence sufficiency gaps by demonstrating how
different placement support and provision will benefit
young people with particular needs patterns, for example
unaccompanied asylum-seeking children. This evidence
has allowed them to secure funding for the development
of new semi-independent, fostering and other placement
support schemes.
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CASE STUDY

Oxfordshire County Council
“Giving young people every opportunity to experience family life”
Strengthening Placements Lead, Oxfordshire County Council

The council has used Valuing Care to identify young
people in residential settings who may benefit from family
placement, and to work with those young people and the
team around them to develop a profile based on needs
and outcomes.
Using the Valuing Care framework for collaborative
matching and care planning sessions with providers, they
have been able to find appropriately supported fostering
placements and oversee well-planned moves.
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Started
implementing in
July 2018 (reviews
from September
2018)
As of May 2019, all
children will have
been assessed,
and more than a
third reviewed

CASE STUDY

As Sarah Duerden, Strengthening Placements Lead for
Oxfordshire, explains:
“The first step in the process has been to develop profiles
of each child or young person in a consistent way that
also produces a well-rounded picture of each individual,
including strengths and ambitions. We have used the
Valuing Care needs assessment approach to do this and
also to provide the agenda for profiling meetings. These
meetings are attended by the child’s social worker, their
key worker from the residential home and other relevant
professionals involved with the child. The approach
enables an informed and holistic discussion about each
individual, and allows professionals to highlight areas of
need and to consider the strengths and challenges faced
when caring for this individual.

“I have been surprised by how rich these conversations
can be, even though the approach itself is simple. It gives
structure to our discussions but is straightforward
enough for practitioners from a range of agencies to pick
up, meaning that we get all parties contributing.
“Out of 20 children and young people we have profiled in
this way we are actively searching for 10 foster
placements. For the remaining 10 young people, the
process provided the evidence to either say they were
appropriately placed or that joint funding with health or
education needed to be explored.
“To ensure children also play a part in this process, they
are encouraged to write their own personal profile which
we attach to the placement request form. For each child,
we then plan what support would be needed when they
move to a family setting and set out the child’s goals for
the immediate and distant future.
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CASE STUDY

“The next step, which is a new method of searching for a
placement, has been to invite providers of placements
along to an event, where they can learn more about some
of the children we are searching for placements for. This
approach gave us a way to share the ‘softer’ information
about each child with providers. The key worker from
their residential home and their social worker were again
involved, and could talk about what it was like to care for
the child on a day-to-day basis.
“So far we have managed to step down five of the ten
young people, with another three placements in the
process of being agreed.”
In Oxfordshire’s recent Ofsted report, the Valuing Care
approach was an important way to demonstrate the
progress of children in care, and the framework is
now included in all provider placement agreements.
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The council is now working with providers to explore the
potential for outcomes-based arrangements in which a
level of payment is linked directly to needs reduction.
As well as better outcomes for the young people
involved, the council currently estimates this work alone
will provide savings of up to £1.6 million over 2019/20,
with further benefits anticipated from other work that
Valuing Care enables, such as reunification

CASE STUDY

Central Bedfordshire and North East Lincolnshire Councils
Valuing Care is providing the basis for new, outcomes-based commissioning.
Valuing Care has been used by Central Bedfordshire to
improve commissioning. The approach is already being
used as the framework for outcomes-based contracts, for
example as part of the evaluation of contact support
services, and will also underpin their new Dynamic
Purchasing System.
Both Central Bedfordshire and North East Lincolnshire
also have plans to expand the approach to support all
social care pathways, from the front door, through early
help and intake, to Children in Need and Child Protection
work. They want to ensure that every resource given over
to helping families is targeted based on need and is
effective in reducing that need.

Central Bedfordshire
started implementing in
February 2019
North East Lincolnshire
started implementing in
March 2019
By September,
all children will have
been assessed in
Central
Bedfordshire
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“

WHAT ARE THOSE INVOLVED SAYING ABOUT THEIR EXPERIENCE OF
VALUING CARE?

“The young people we showed the
new placement referral forms to
really liked them. They felt that the
tone was so much better, because
they include young people’s positive
characteristics and the young
person’s voice. Most agreed that it
was so much better to talk about
needs than risks, and to include the
positives too.”

“It’s a great framework for our social
workers to think about, and record,
the needs of their children and we
are starting to run reports which give
us a ‘needs profile’ across our care
population, something we have never
been able to do – previously we had
to rely on anecdotes about complex
needs. The assessment is also now
the referral.”

Children in Care Council

Service Director
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“Providers are consistently sharing
positive feedback about our newly
adapted Placement Referral Form
[which contains the Needs and
Outcomes Profiling Tool]. They like
the language, the consistency of
information and the snappy way it is
delivered.”
Placements Manager

“Long term it will help
commissioners’ relationship
with the market.”
“It will help a discussion about
price by developing a common
language.”

“It’s changing the conversation about the child from risk
to need.”
“It helped us demonstrate to Ofsted that our work to
reduce looked after children numbers is child-centred.”

“You’re starting to understand
the child more, [and] foster
carers are more at ease and
confident to take the placement.”

“It enables me to more specifically highlight what the
child actually needs from the carers or provision, rather
than producing a rather imprecise picture of the child’s
behaviour and situation. I think this also enables carers
and providers to know from the outset if they are able to
provide the support for the needs identified.”

“This will help us with
Ofsted. It’ll give an extra
layer of evidence.”

“Using the Valuing Care approach we have been able to
find placements for some of our more complex children
who previously we have found difficult to place.”

Providers

Social workers

”

“[Valuing Care] sets a
different standard for
referral information
and shows how Local
Authorities can drive
practice change.”
Department for
Education, ‘Fostering
Better Outcomes’
report5

5 Department for Education, ‘Fostering Better Outcomes’, July 2018
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/727613/Fostering_better_outcomes_.pdf
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VALUING CHILDREN
IMPOWER’s ambition is to improve the lives of thousands of children by maximising value and
eradicating unnecessary demand in children’s services.

We believe that the benefits of the Valuing Care approach
are so strong that it should be used across the sector to
reframe the whole social care journey. Commissioners
and providers also tell us that the approach would be
enormously powerful if used at scale. That’s why we want
to work with as many councils as possible, making
Valuing Care the new national standard.
More broadly, IMPOWER’s ambition through our Valuing
Children campaign is to improve the lives of 100,000
children. Our campaign has three elements: Valuing
Care, Target Demand Redesign, and Reframing Special
Educational Needs & Disability. Individually and
collectively, they look beyond the traditional boundaries
in local government and use individuals’ needs to inform
service design and to demonstrate value.
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We are committed to shared learning so that our clients
can realise the full range of benefits together, and in turn
share this learning with the sector.
If you would like to know more about our work in children's
services, please email enquiries@impower.co.uk

WHAT IS EDGEWORK?
Drawing on 20 years of insight and impact, EDGEWORK is
IMPOWER’s unique approach which helps our clients
understand complex problems in order to solve them.
Public services can be effective, affordable and
sustainable; the key is understanding complexity. Many
might argue that lasting change comes down to robust
business cases, strong project management and clear
planning. A traditional approach like this is logical and it
gives directors and leaders the feeling that they have
control. But year after year, research shows that a
majority of change projects fail to deliver their promised
benefits. This is because of an illusion that public services
are ‘complicated’, and that they can be controlled if the
right processes are put in place.

REFRAMING
AMBITION

DELIVERING AT
THE FRONT LINE

At IMPOWER, we reframe public services as ‘complex’ –
non-linear systems, where responsibilities are distributed
and where success depends on creating the right
relationships across and between system boundaries.
This reframing enables our clients to achieve better
outcomes at lower cost. IMPOWER’s solutions are crossboundary, as the distinctive and game-changing work is
done at the edges between organisations, people and
processes. We therefore call our approach EDGEWORK.
EDGEWORK comprises a set of defined and flexible
inventive methods which are deployed as appropriate to
local circumstances. Inventive methods are grouped
under five competency areas:

APPLIED
BEHAVIOURAL SCIENCE

MANAGING
INTERFACES

MANAGING
TRAJECTORY

All our staff are trained in EDGEWORK and it’s at the heart of everything we do.
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ABOUT IMPOWER
IMPOWER is not an off the shelf consultancy. We believe
that the key to sustainable, effective and affordable
public service reform is understanding complexity.
Since 2000, we have worked exclusively with public
sector partners to tackle the most complex social
problems. By working at the interface, we have changed
behaviours, shaped public demand and proved that
better outcomes cost less. IMPOWER is now the
country’s largest independent consultancy focusing on
change and transformation across all local public
services. Our success stems from our distinctive
approach that combines insight, innovation, discovery
and a genuine commitment to better outcomes.

This report was written by Al Thompson.
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